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STRENGTH AND WELLNESS ON THE WRIST
POWERED BY
AURA ACTIVATOR
®
THE PRODUCT

HEKO+LIFE watches and bracelets are equipped with the internationally patented AURA ACTIVATOR® device; it is the result of a long-term medical, physiotherapeutic, physical, and chemical research.

Through a direct or indirect physic contact AURA ACTIVATOR® enables to obtain benefic effects as far as: equilibrium, applied energy, recovery and endurance are concerned.

HEKO+LIFE device powered by AURA ACTIVATOR® is an energy rebalancing device conceived and produced in Italy which, thanks to its composition, emits a biocompatible wave.

The energetic wave emitted by HEKO+LIFE device powered by AURA ACTIVATOR® has the power to break the groups of water molecules which -because of their size- slow up the continuous process of substances interchange among the cells and the tissues of the human body; so it improves the input of cells nourishment and the output of organic waste. Water is able to interact more quickly and more efficaciously with the cells improving hydration and reducing fatigue, once that the cells fluid interchange has been improved. The result of the AURA ACTIVATOR® energy is an instant benefit on: the human body, on the quality of the athletic movements, on the time and the results of performances, and on the whole course of the everyday life. Wearing HEKO+LIFE device powered by AURA ACTIVATOR® gives immediate effects on the strength, on the equilibrium, or on situations where intense concentration is needed. It increases the human endurance in physical activities while making any kind of sport or severe working activity.
MAIN SCIENTIFIC FUNDAMENTALS OF HEKO+LIFE
device powered by AURA ACTIVATOR® (*)

* All bodies emit (and receive) radiant energy which can be properly used thanks to the help of quantum physics.

* When light (visible or ultraviolet) strikes the surface of an alkaline metal, this emits electrons.

HEKO+LIFE device powered by AURA ACTIVATOR® emits an energetic wave absolutely harmless for human body.

The possibility of a quick intracellular communication is the base HEKO+LIFE device powered by AURA ACTIVATOR® energetic potential.

(*) A more detailed documentation (Research Centre “Scientific Report”) can be downloaded from: www.hekopiulife.com
THE EFFECT ON THE HUMAN CELLS

Any human body is made an average of 70% water (80/85% at birth and 50/55% at death for natural causes). Life can be considered as a slow process of progressive dehydration during the temporal process which goes from birth to death. The human body is made of 67 trillions of cells.

IDEAL CONDITIONS: the body water molecules are combined in groups of one, two or three.

In case of absence of ideal conditions, water clusters positioned among the cell membrane and its nucleus can clog these openings causing the death of the cell or - even worse- the adaptation to a new critic situation of the cells. HEKO+LIFE device powered by AURA ACTIVATOR® generates its effect (already significant in a few seconds) through the induced emission (by photons and/or heat) of the energetic wave on the water clusters, regenerating ideal conditions.

NOT IDEAL CONDITIONS: the body water molecules are combined on the cell surface: so they can increase their connections to 200, originating the clusters. The body cells interact through small openings (membrane pores and/or ionic pump) for the nourishment input and the waste output.

Factors that influence this process can be many:
- PHYSICAL STRESS / TIREDNESS
- EMOTIONAL STRESS
- TRAUMA
- BAD HABITS OF LIFE
- IMPROPER FEEDING
- POLLUTION
- ELECTROMAGNETIC POLLUTION
If the energy emitted by **HEKO+LIFE** device powered by **Aura Activator®** is spread all over the human body, it generates many effects on the organic water molecules and mainly on the human cellular membranes.

The most important actions on the human body are the following:

A) It obtains a general activation of the cell by increasing the concentration of ion Ca++ in the cellular cytoplasm.
B) It produces a remarkable decrease of the acids peroxidation; it improves the blood circulation and helps burning the cholesterol.
C) The body temperature increase permits the organism a quicker recovery, thanks to the activation of the basal metabolism.
D) Because of the temperature increase there is a wider peripheral vasodilatation and consequently a major input of Oxygen.
E) It helps muscles draining lactic acid (all professional athletes by using **Aura Activator®** have noticed less physical tiredness and a better recovery from exertion).
F) It increases the intensity of the sleeping/waking rhythm.
G) It helps the biological cells generation entailing a healthy decrease of the blood acidity.
H) It helps carrying nourishing substances inside the cells easing the adhesion of the molecules osmotic process through the cell membrane.
I) It works also at the osteo-articular level by interfering positively in the articulations inflammatory processes.
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BENEFITS
With HEKO+LIFE device powered by AURA ACTIVATOR® it is possible to obtain improvements in the following areas:

PERFORMANCE
1 - More strength
2 - More resistance
3 - More equilibrium
4 - A better muscular efficiency

SAFETY
5 - Less physical effort
6 - An help in reducing pain (during and after sports activities)
7 - An help in preventing muscular and articular accidents
8 - An help in preventing problems due to repetitive and restrictive movements

LACK OF CONTRAINDICATION
HEKO+LIFE device powered by AURA ACTIVATOR® is neither an electro medical device, nor a medicine.